MINUTES
UAF FACULTY SENATE MEETING #153
1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Wood Center Carol Brown Ballroom

I Call to Order – Marsha Sousa

Faculty Senate President Marsha Sousa called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.

A. Roll Call

Members Present:
Abramowicz, Ken
Allen, Jane
Baker, Carrie
Barboza, Perry
Barrick, Ken
Barry, Ron
Bogosyan, Seta
Christie, Anne
Davis, Mike
Dehn, Jonathan
Heaton, John
Hogan, Maureen
Huettmann, Falk
Illingworth, Marjorie
Jin, Meibing
Konar, Brenda (Alex Oliveira)
Koukel, Sonja
Leonard, Beth
Little, Joe
Lowder, Marla
McEachern, Diane
Newberry, Rainer
Potter, Ben
Sousa, Marsha
Thomas, Amber
Weber, Jane
Wiechen, Heinz
Zhang, Jing

Members Absent:
Cahill, Cathy
Bret-Harte, Marion
Hazirbaba, Kenan
Liang, Jingjing
Ray Ralonde
Reynolds, Jennifer

Others Present:
Doug Goering
Dana Greci
Cindy Hardy
Susan Henrichs
Roger Hansen (Alternate)
Linda Hapsmith
Eric Madsen
Melissa McGinty
Brandon Meston
Paul Reichardt
Brian Rogers
Tim Stickel
Kayt Sunwood
Layne Smith (Alternate)
Juella Sparks
Dana Thomas
Several student visitors present.
B. Approval of Minutes to Meeting #152

The minutes were approved as distributed.

C. Adoption of Agenda

The agenda was adopted as distributed.

II Status of Chancellor's Office Actions

A. Motions Approved: none
B. Motions Disapproved: none

III Public Comments/Questions  No public comments.

IV A. President's Comments – Marsha Sousa

Core Review Committee (for the Provost’s project which is a broad overall assessment) has been identified, though they haven’t met yet. A representative for Math needs to be found. The ASUAF representative has been identified, but Marsha doesn’t have the name yet. Several of the members will attend a conference in Rhode Island in early November, called Engaging Science, Advancing Learning, General Education Majors of the New Global Century. Then there will be some options to attend another meeting in February on General Education Assessment and the Learning Students Need. Does anyone have input for the committee? Please let Marsha know. The members are currently: Susan Todd, Anne Armstrong, Diane Wagner, Jacob Joseph, Michael Harris (of the FS Core Review Committee), Karen Grossweiner, Trent Sutton, Charlie Mayer, Dani Sheppherd, an ASUAF rep, and a Math rep.

Linda Hapsmith asked if there were any staff on that committee. Susan H. said that she (Linda) is slated to be on the committee. Ken B. asked Marsha to clarify what the final output of the committee is to be. Marsha gave some background about the project, stating there have been course by course reviews, but no one has stepped back to look at the whole. The project is to take a holistic look at the core to see if it still meets needs, looking at broad goals of the Core before accreditation takes place. It’s taking a global, broad look at what’s needed for the baccalaureate student.

The switch to Google mail is taking place with students already having been notified of the option. There’s one year for the rest of us to make the switch. OIT is planning a G-Day event for students to make the switch. Email Karl Kowalski if you’re interested in switching now. The process rolls all current email to the Google account which will use the “alaska.edu” domain. Anne C. asked about authentication to the library systems, particularly with rural users. Marsha said both naming systems will be active for now. Marsha will ask Karl Kowalski to be sure. Heinz W. asked about other domains like “gi.alaska.edu”. It’s only “uaf.edu”. Marji I. notes that this is a crucial factor for rural students taking classes. Marsha will ask Karl, and asked Marji and others to also feel free to ask Karl directly as he has invited all questions.
Marsha announced that the Course & Degree Procedures manual will be found online only from this point forward, rather than being a printed document.

The Senate Alliance (leadership from all three MAUs) will be meeting face-to-face with Dan Julius and the Statewide Academic Council (SAC) on Wednesday. The meeting is about clarifying the goals, outcomes and mechanism for developing the statewide academic plan. She invited everyone’s comments.

Invites suggestions for guest speakers for meetings later in the year.

Terry Reilly was the faculty chosen for the Student Rec Center (SRC) Board seat, Christa Bartlett for Chancellor’s Diversity Action Committee (CDAC); and Layne Smith for the Technology Advisory Board (TAB).

B. President-elect’s Report – Jonathan Dehn

Faculty Alliance didn’t have their meeting last Friday as there was not a quorum.

Topics that are being worked on include doing a recount of faculty in schools, colleges and units for updating Senate representation. This has been passed to the Faculty Affairs committee, and Susan Henrichs will provide PAIR data to help with looking at Senate rep numbers. They’re looking at ideas on how to approach representation, for example, for post-doc research associates who are union members, but currently not represented on the senate.

The concept of the Research Advisory Council is another topic being taken up. Buck Sharpton mentioned at the last senate meeting that dissolving this group (RAC) into the SW context of the SAC is under consideration; which Jon feels is unfortunate. He wants to approach this in some fashion – a new council, maintain the present, or form a Senate research committee. He likes the idea of a Senate committee involving more faculty, who’d be reviewing larger research issues not proposals. Their purpose would also be to help with leveraging the directions we’re going in, and giving faculty a voice. Jon invites suggestions from everyone. Ken B. offered his opinion that it might be better to have the senate make a resolution recommending that there be no disbandment of the SW council. Ken asked if it were a done deal. Jon is not sure it’s a done-deal.

Jon asked for Susan to comment. She said there is no formal effort to eliminate RAC, it just hasn’t been active in a while. So, SAC is looking at it. The Anchorage vice provost for research is talking with their faculty about what they want to do, and Southeast doesn’t have a research administrator. There isn’t a group of people to meet right now. The other two provosts are currently representing research for their campuses. Susan thinks a resolution wouldn’t hurt coming from the senate to say RAC should remain an active body because the SAC doesn’t have the time to take up research issues effectively because of how busy they already are. There’s just no one to give it attention recently.

Jon has been approached by several faculty regarding the decrease in ORP contributions. The percentage of contributions is down to 12.5%, and with the stock market situation, it’s an upsetting situation. The UA President is investigating possibilities, and Jon will keep everyone apprised.
Abel proceeded to give a UNAC status – they are looking into legal action. Abel says it’s a breach of contract and that lowering the contribution amount only for the UA system is not allowed by the Alaska Constitution.

Marsha added that the Administrative Committee did ask Faculty Affairs to look at forming a Legislative Action subcommittee, ad hoc committee or separate standing committee, so they can be more effective in advocating for UAF and the UA system as a whole with the legislature.

V A. Remarks by Interim Chancellor Brian Rogers
Chancellor Rogers gave an update on several efforts that he raised during transition with setting up task forces and committees: the initial letters went out for the family friendly and housing groups, and the sustainability letter is waiting for his signature. So the groups will start and there will be room for additional members to be added to them. He’s gearing up to begin legislative advocacy for the budget with three primary efforts: 1.) energy and engineering with an emphasis on the capital side; 2.) life sciences, on the capital side; and 3.) on the operating budget side, the Indigenous Studies doctoral program funding. He’s taking a statewide approach to the mission of the university and wants to broaden how we look at what we’re doing throughout the state, not just in Fairbanks. It takes active engagement by all of us to focus on areas outside of Fairbanks, how we recruit students outside Fairbanks, K-12 engagement outside Fairbanks, looking for ways to highlight what we do throughout the state. This will help us make the sale on our key budget requests and to get the recognition as a university that we’re asking for.

He mentioned the issue of accreditation, and that we must keep an eye on UAA as they’re ahead of us in the cycle by about a year. We can look at each others’ roles, missions and visions, and ensure that they don’t stray too far into our vision where not appropriate. Make sure that our vision sets the tone for the next seven years. The BOR has asked for a revision to the UAF campus master plan. While the real vision is in our programming, the facilities we have and how we organize ourselves on the main campus and community campuses gives us what space we have to exercise our vision. It’s about an 18-month process to revise the master plan which is due to BOR at the June 2010 meeting. It incorporates the TVC master plan, and references the Community Campus plans. This plan leads us to the 100th anniversary of the university.

Reminder of reception at 5 pm at his house.

B. Remarks by Provost Susan Henrichs
Her office has been very busy with the Annual Performance-Based Budgeting report. (Ian Olson’s office also – PAIR). This year’s report format focused on linking performance and performance measures, especially subsidiary measures added to the main metrics they’re required to use, linking it all together to relate to and support the budget requests. It constrained the things that were being looked at, as the report didn’t give leeway for including many things – it narrowed the focus. Positive things in the report include our good performance as an institution – we’re up in student credit hours (about as much as UAA), good retention numbers (about 66.5%) and going upward as a 10-year trend. 70% retention in baccalaureate student numbers, and 75% in first-time full-time freshman – progress overall in retention. Research expenditures were down last year – lost several key earmarks or they were reduced. Outlook for research funding looks like it will go down – federal monies and effects of current economic state being factors. In the area of high demand job degrees, we’re doing very well and are up to 731 degrees. The concerns have now shifted away from performance based budgeting due to the
events of the last few days. They’re seeing lots of challenges on the horizon for the state and the university. The state budget surplus is decreasing dramatically. The legislature may go back into the saving mentality rather than spending. There will be impacts on TRS, which may lead to the rate increasing again. It’s not fully foreseeable at this time. The PBB report showed we’re a strong university and we have the resiliency to spring back from whatever comes in the months ahead.

VI Governance Reports

A. Staff Council – Juella Sparks
Had their first meeting on Sept. 17 meeting. They’ll be inviting TVC to next meeting to discuss why they’re not offering certified public managers courses any longer which had been a big reason why they pushed for expanding the tuition waivers to include non-credit classes. They voted for continuation of SkillSoft for online training. They discussed their representation on external committees. They reviewed their bylaws; and discussed staff compensation, as well as the treatment of staff in non-retention situations. They’re having a retreat this Friday. They plan to review their bylaws and constitution. They want to mirror UAA in what they’ve done with their faculty/staff legislative affairs committee.

B. ASUAF – Brandon Meston
Brandon reported they’ve gone from 8 senators to 17 since the last meeting (they have 20 seats). They’re focusing on Juneau, as student governments around the state get ready for February’s annual legislative conference. They’re also interested in collaborating with Faculty Senate in this area. He has a flyer for legislative debates on Oct. 16 and 24 – House Districts 7-11 and Senate Dist. E reps will here (Schaible Auditorium, 6 pm). Forum is being organized regarding the drinking age on the 24th, 12-2 pm here at Wood Center. ASUAF is renewing its membership to the Chamber of Commerce to help focus on community engagement and reinstating their student saver program. February BOR –around 20th, is when the conference takes place. Marsha encouraged support of the legislative debates.

C. UNAC/UAFT
The UAFT promotion and tenure process is having a problem and is being worked on. Jane W. didn’t provide any details.

Abel spoke for UNAC. There’s a new election for the next three-year term to replace Norm Swazo who left. Ken Barrack and Abel’s names have been forwarded. Names (by petition) are due at 5 pm today. Forum suggested by Ken B. to have folks talk with the candidates.

Related to the elections, the representative assembly of UNAC met on Oct. 3 and 4 and made changes to the bylaws. In the future, candidates will have to get 20 signatures from members to get their name on the ballot. ORP comments reiterated. UNAC is working on the issue and will keep everyone posted.

A notice of petition went out to all UNAC members (maybe all UAFT as well) from Labor Relations regarding the issue of teaching upper division classes between UAFT and UNAC faculty. The law firm represents both UNAC and UAFT, so now both sides have contacted other attorneys for possible representation.
Other bylaws changes that were made were mostly minor. The only major one was with regard to the elections that he mentioned. The representative assembly plans February travel to the BOR meeting. They’ll lobby the legislature again for the UAF budget.

VII Guest Speaker

A. Paul Reichardt, Provost – Emeritus
Paul spoke in his capacity as a commissioner with the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities (NWCCU), about the changing NWCCU standards by which UAF will be evaluated for institutional accreditation in 2011. NWCCU has been in the process of revising its standards and processes for the last five years and there’s a new approach being piloted. UAA is one of the institutions that is trying out the new standards, though they’re still in draft form.

The standards have become clusters. Cluster 1 is mission, goals and outcomes. Cluster 2 is resources and capacity (inputs to the system). Cluster 3 is planning and implementation – based upon your mission and goals, your resources and capacity, what do you plan to do and how will you implement your plans. Cluster 4 is about how you assess whether or not you’re making headway. Cluster 5 is a retrospective look over a period of time to assess whether the mission has been carried out. Has the institution looked ahead to see what changes there might be in the environment and how will the institution adapt to that.

The NWCCU is getting away from bean-counting types of standards, to a new model that starts out with the mission statement of the institution and asks for the planning documents that implement the mission and the evidence to document what the institution says it does. It’s an outcomes based process. It’s a response to the increasingly intense call for accountability from education. The standards are moving from a large book, to a much smaller set of new standards, a very different kind of approach. The whole idea is to focus the institution on a continuing process.

There are many annual processes going on at UAF. PBB is one, as is the academic development plan that is part of the budget cycle. The idea is to have the institution pull all these things together in a more coherent fashion – what are the expected outcomes for the institution. This will drive the accreditation process. It will be a lot of work up front to bring the various plans together into some coherent statement of the institution’s goals and the processes for implementing them. There is the strategic plan, the results from the vision task force, the transition teams, so UAF is well on its way in putting this all together. It needs to be put into a manageable set of goals.

The schedule and nature of the new plan’s steps will be quite different. It’s going to be a 7-year cycle:

1. Institution responds to cluster 1: statement of mission, of goals, and associated plans: it will be an iterative process between the Commission and the institution, until there’s an acceptable statement finalized. The Commission will look at the goals and the plans to ensure that the overall approach of the institution is understandable within the constraints of its mission statement and the expectations of higher education.
2. Over the next couple of years the institution files progress reports on clusters 2, 3 and 4 items: assess the institution’s capacity, there’s data collection and analysis of outcomes.
3. Year 4 is like the year-5 interim report is now. The results of the first 3 years are summarized in a comprehensive interim report.
4. Years 5 and 6 repeat Year 2 and 3.
5. Year 7: The institution assesses how things have gone. What do your graduates know, and what is the evidence for that. Have goals and plans been realized or not. What will you do if goals were not met. What do you see the institution looking at for the immediate future. The next 7-year cycle is set up.

Paul thinks that the biggest change for UAF concerns the mission statement which is now going to be used to kick off the entire process. UAF’s mission statement includes teaching, research and service; but in the past, accreditation has focused on teaching and learning -- and research and service have not been looked at closely. But now research and service will bear closer scrutiny as part of the UAF mission statement. Instructional programs will remain at the forefront of accreditation; but under this changed process, the nature of the research operation and formal outreach (CES, MAP, for example) will be examined in new ways and will have a more significant ‘piece of the action.’

Paul’s second term with the Commission ends at the January 09 meeting. There will be a new academic commissioner from Alaska to be identified over the next few months.

Rainer asked for clarification: Is the 2-year fire drill going on as usual? Paul said yes, but aimed at a presently moving target. Paul says the Commission will unveil its first draft of the new standards next February at its annual meeting – followed by a period of time for comment by institutions. So, for our upcoming 2011 accreditation the new rules will apply. Susan H. noted that UAA will undergo review first, and is trying to use the newer 4-year process by setting the mission and goals, devising ways to implement and assess them and then doing a first assessment report. Paul noted things will be different for UAA going through the process now, than for those going through the process in 2011. By 2011 there will be new standards clearly in place. The question is really how quickly this can be accomplished by NWCCU. It’s a reasonable assumption that the most important thing in year 1 (for UAF) is to agree on the mission statement, identify specific goals, and agree upon ways to assess the goals. UAF needs to focus on the two-year timeline with the mission statement and goals and outcomes.

Susan says UAA will help shape the process early on, as will UAF. One of the things we want to do is offer a good core for the undergraduates. Also, the process needs to look at how to assess if the core is successful or not with students. Deb Horner, the Chancellor (and others) are looking at a meshing of the results from the vision task force and strategic plan to get a more coherent statement of those planning activities to act as a springboard for the first step in the process.

Ken B. asked Paul about the institutional effort under the new model – more time spent, less time spent? Everyone hopes for less, Paul said, but because it’s a change, there’s an up-front cost to that. The answer lies in how well the institution can use what it’s already doing in some modified version to satisfy the needs of accreditation. The extra work will lie in integrating the institution’s approach with the changes. Ken asked how many times the commission will visit the institution under this new plan. Paul said Year 7 will be the only year of a mandated visit – and the nature of that visit will be changed. The NWCCU committee gets the report well ahead of time. There will already be a dialog going about basic issues and questions. The visit will be more of a conversation with the institution than a pop quiz.

Brian R. asked about the 2-year abbreviated schedule – do we get a visit with this new cycle. Paul guesses that some group will come visit in year one – an on-the-ground truth seeking to
know if institution understands the new process. Paul will do some questioning at the January meeting.

VIII New Business

A. Resolution on Graduate Student Tuition Rates, submitted by GAAC
   (Attachment 153/1)
Marsha asked Ron to bring this to the floor and he did so. It has new wording now, with help from the Chancellor. The resolution now includes Masters students, too, along with Ph.D. students. Heinz mentions he’s in favor of the resolution (as one of the GAAC members), but states for the record, that it will be necessary for tuition to be waived for all graduate students to attract more and better students. The total number of graduate students right now is not that high. This money could easily be gotten from the budget of athletics. Amber T. asked about the case of their English MA and MFA students who are 3-year program students. How does this affect their TA–ship that includes a tuition waiver. They’ll still get same pay; Susan answers, it won’t affect TA’s at all – they’ll still have their tuition waived and they’ll see no difference. The real difference is for the students paying out of pocket (not many of those); and for research assistants where that pay is coming out of grants and contracts to pay for tuition. Ron B. mentioned resident tuition after two years – focusing on the international students’ case. Mike Davis moved to pass the resolution, and Jane W. seconded. Ayes passed the resolution unanimously.

B. Motion to approve a Graduate Certificate in Statistics, submitted by GAAC
   (Attachment 153/2)
Ron B. brought the motion to the floor. The certificate is the first of its kind; it’s especially for Ph.D. students – similar to the biometrician’s registry – who required more statistics – an analog for that. Anne C. asked if you had to be a graduate student. Ron says yes, they must be a graduate student to enroll. If a student already has a graduate degree, it might work for them to return and enter the program (as a graduate student). Anne had another question about a course at the 400-level being in the program if it’s not stacked. Susan H. commented that there’s not a hard rule about that, but it should be proportional to the master’s degree program rule where it’s limited from six to nine credits at the 400 level. She would not want to see more than a third of the credits at the 400-level, especially for a certificate.

Abel suggested a change on page two under 2): “Complete one of the following” to bring the wording in alignment with the rest of the catalog description. Ken B. proposed “complete one or more of the following” – Tim S. notes that Spring 2009 is too optimistic – wants to have that be Fall 2009. Ron notes that lots of students are ready to go through the new program. Ken B. asked about inserting a line about a maximum number of 400-level credits – Ron noted there’s only one 400-level course allowed and Susan commented about BOR policy needing re-adjusting on this note. She’ll take this to SAC so it can be adjusted so it’s clear how many 400-level credits can be included. The Senate voted unanimously to approve the motion.
IX Discussion Items

A. Update on UAF Bookstore’s move to online ordering

Marsha spoke with Robert Holden, associate director of auxiliary and business services, and he spoke to the Senate. He’s heard of concerns about the way adoptions are going to be handled, but, he says that there’s no change for the way this will be done this upcoming semester. They’re moving toward an online version of the textbook. They’ve done some market research. Most students are already going online to buy textbooks. One of the biggest hurdles the bookstore faces is the freight cost of getting books here. Last year freight was over $200,000. This year it will push twice that with increased freight costs. They ran a test-pilot with the military programs last year that was very successful. Positive student feedback received. They want to roll it out all at once, not just with one unit like TVC. An RFP has resulted in two viable candidates. Final vendor selected will allow multiple ways of ordering and delivering books. Shipping is cheaper than selling at the store. One big plus is the ability to get electronic texts – no freight charges at all. Contract is being finalized now. They’ll do training sessions – hands-on and online – in person. System gives students flexibility about when they do their ordering and where they take delivery. Most students are familiar with online ordering. They can still come into the store and order books with full assistance.

Jane W. asked about spring 09 – ordering will be online; but the adoption process will not be changed in spring 09. Students will use new system in the spring to order and pick up their texts. Jane asked about custom published texts. Robert H. responded that they want to get electronic texts. Still under negotiation with the company about whether they can get electronic versions or have materials printed.

Falk asked about payment – does it have to be by credit card. Is there cash pay option? Robert H. answered that all payment options will be continued, including Bear Bucks. Students can use Bear Bucks and their Polar Express cards. What is turnaround time, John H. asked. Same day shipping is possible. If ordering can be done in advance, that shipping will be cheaper, of course. Students with financial aid can’t order until their aid comes in. Robert H. commented that is still being discussed – textbook loans will be available from the business office – like Bear Bucks on the Polar Express account. What about selling books back? There will be buyback options by the company with free shipping back to them. They’ll have an extended period for returns.

CDE will not be using this option; they’re a separate bookstore and not under this new system, which will just be for Fairbanks.

Anne C. asked about online rights. Robert didn’t have an answer right off about that; it depends upon the publisher. Is there buyback of online texts? Not at this time.

Jane asked about the late notice of this change to faculty. Robert said they meant to, but it didn’t happen. Last semester $600,000 worth of textbooks were returned, with shipping costs. Summer Sessions textbooks will be out of the bookstore because of the short classes.

Alex O. asked about students on wait lists trying to get their books in a hurry. Will they be penalized with shipping charges? Robert responded that there may be options to get chapters via electronic delivery while they wait for textbook delivery.
B. Academic Master Plan
Dan Julius has asked SAC to do the academic master plan for statewide, to clarify what each MAU is responsible for – if similar programs are proposed at each, which MAU will be the one to deliver it? There needs to be a mechanism for faculty input. Marsha asks for comments and questions. There were no comments. Marsha will keep everyone informed.

X Committee Reports
(Attachments for Meeting Minutes are attached to the Agenda for Senate meeting #153.)

A. Curricular Affairs – Amber Thomas / Falk Huettmann (Attachment 153/3)
Falk mentioned minutes are attached to the agenda. They’re waiting to hear from Dana T. on their report.

B. Faculty Affairs – Cathy Cahill (Anne Christie spoke in Cathy’s absence)
Met on Oct. 3 and Cathy was elected as chair. Five issues were mentioned that they will be working on (which will be prioritized and assigned to small groups). Meeting every other week on Fridays.

C. Unit Criteria - Brenda Konar
Comments not available (Brenda out of town).

D. Committee on the Status of Women - Jane Weber
Second brown bag lunch mentioned; topic is “Balancing Act” – date given.

E. Core Review - Michael Harris / Latrice Bowman (Attachment 153/4)
Comments not available. Report from the committee is attached to the agenda.

F. Curriculum Review - Rainer Newberry
Comments not available.

G. Faculty Appeals & Oversight – James Bicigo
Comments not available.

H Faculty Development, Assessment & Improvement – Dana Greci / Julie Lurman Joly
Comments not available.

I. Graduate Academic & Advisory Committee – Ron Barry
Ron B. mentioned that the Wildlife Biology degree name change will be discussed at their next meeting.

J. Student Academic Development & Achievement - Cindy Hardy
Cindy mentioned communication issues with the audio conferences. Alternating days of meetings are being scheduled to catch all the membership of the committee. They’re addressing reading placement scores in Core classes. They’re working on a draft motion regarding this, and working with English and Dev Ed departments – to add a writing sample to determine placement.
XI Members' Comments/Questions
Tim S. commented about retention efforts of students with high academic preparation (3.5 and above), so, they’re having their first recruiting event for UA Scholars on October 30th. Deans and department heads will get invitations.

Jane W. mentioned the bookstore issue again – it’s a faculty prerogative and she’s concerned about how the changes have come down. Marsha encouraged her to carry her concerns forward and agrees it’s frustrating to hear about it after the fact. Jane feels this should have come through the Administrative Committee and the senate, and that the senate has rolled over on this. She wants the discussion continued.

Susan commented that the previous VCAS spearheaded this change for financial reasons, because the Bookstore was losing half a million dollars a year. It was a business decision that obviously has academic elements to it. Ken A. agrees that faculty are bearing the burden of this decision – how can they assess their students early on in the semester. How will they do freshman progress reports? Ken A. commented on law code books and problem with not being able to get a few chapters of those publications. Ken B. suggests a poll of faculty before next senate meeting. He suggests further discussion. A student (Gabrielle) spoke up as well, as they’ll bear the brunt. She doesn’t know if ASUAF has weighed in on this change. Susan H. encourages that before faculty input is sought, to see what the actual provisions of the arrangements are so people have all the facts before getting feedback.

XII Adjournment

The senate adjourned at 3:30 PM.